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Mittal Publications, New Delhi, 1991. N.A. Book Condition: New.
Xx+258pp The significant increase of potato production in India
has been accompanied with serious marketing problems for the
cultivation of the crop. This study examines the following
aspects of the crop in above context. Pattern of regional
distribution of all India potato area and production.
Responsiveness of the farmers to price, yield or profitability of
the crop. Farmers? aversion to risk arising due to variability in
price, yield of profitability. Seasonal variations in potato prices.
Regional integration among the adjoining potato markets in
terms of price differences. The study reveals that increase in
potato production follows a specific cyclical path. The crop has
witnessed increasing concentration in some parts of the country.
The author provides its explanation in terms of difference in
responsiveness of the farmers to price and non-price incentives.
The book portrays distribution of all India potato area and
production both at state and district levels. Supply behaviour of
the potato producers has been studied in depth with the data of
Uttar Pradesh state as a whole and its 26 intensive potato
growing districts. First study of its kind and it is enriched with a
wealth of data compiled...
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An exceptional pdf and the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. It can be writter in straightforward
words and phrases instead of confusing. I am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Pr of . Ar lie B og a n-- Pr of . Ar lie B og a n

It in a single of the best book. This is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . B a r ney Robel Jr .-- Dr . B a r ney Robel Jr .
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